FLEXZIPLE
Contact us today
for more info:
cc55@clipper.dk
+45 96263211

SAMPLES
size set available
with standard zip

M I X & M AT C H

MOQ
Min. 10 pcs. mixed
in sizes and models

an elegant twist to your cardigan
•
•
•

Two styles in four colours
Five zipper designs
+500 contrast colours

DELIVERY TIME
8-10 weeks after
approval

See examples on the next pages...

Stand out with your own zipper colour combination.

FLEXZIPLE
See examples on the next pages...

These are the two cardigan designs available.

4642+4643
4640+4641

4640+4641

THE CARDIGANS
High neck or bomber jacket style
•
•
•

Choose between these two styles in the
colours black, nav y, stone or charcoal
Milano knit • 50% wool / 50% acrylic • 300 g/m 2
MOQ is 10 pcs. (you can mix models and sizes)

4642+4643

FLEXZIPLE
Black

Navy

Stone

Charcoal

109

111

154

156

4640-109 + V 1

4641-111 + V 1

4640-154 + V 1

4641-156 + V 1

This example shows
the 4640-109 cardigan
with the V1 zipper in
yellow.

This example shows
the 4641-111 cardigan
with the V1 zipper in
green.

This example shows
the 4640-154 cardigan
with the V1 zipper in
red.

This example shows
the 4640-156 cardigan
with the V1 zipper in
blue.

Zipper available in
+500 colours!

Zipper available in
+500 colours!

Zipper available in
+500 colours!

Zipper available in
+500 colours!

See examples on the next pages...

These are the four cardigan colours available.

FLEXZIPLE
V1

V2

C2

CR2

CRO2

Vislon

Vislon

Coil

Coil Reverse

Coil Reverse
Outside band

ORIGINAL

SPORT Y

ELEGANT

HIDDEN

IMPACT

V1 is the original
FLEXZIPLE zipper.

V2 is the original
with two colours.

C2 is an elegant
choice.

CR2 shows off the
band colour.

CRO2 shows all of
the band.

It offers you a
sporty look and
the possibility of
a distinct colour
statement.

It offers you a
sporty look and
a discreet colour
statement.

It offers you a
twist to your
cardigan with the
combination of
two colours.

When the zipper
is closed, the
band protects
the zipper from
exposure.

A bold design
choice that let’s
you play with
clearly visible
colours.

See examples on the next pages...

We recommend these five zipper designs, Choose from +500 contrast colours.

FLEXZIPLE - EXAMPLE
This is one of many examples.

Match it with your logo colour to make your logo stand out

TWO CARDIGAN DESIGNS
FIVE ZIPPER DESIGNS
+500 ZIPPER COLOURS

4640+4641

V1
Plain-coloured vislon zipper
V 1 is a plain-coloured vislon zipper that offers you a sporty
look and a distinct colour statement.
This example shows the original FLEXZIPLE cardigan with just
one contrast colour.

4642+4643

FLEXZIPLE - EXAMPLE
This is one of many examples.

Match it with your logo colour to make your logo stand out

TWO CARDIGAN DESIGNS
FIVE ZIPPER DESIGNS
+500 ZIPPER COLOURS

4640+4641

V2
Two-coloured vislon zipper
V2 is a two-coloured vislon zipper that offers you a sporty
look and a distinct colour statement.
In this example, we have toned down the classic V1 by using
the contrast colour only for the band.

4642+4643

FLEXZIPLE - EXAMPLE
This is one of many examples.

Match it with your logo colour to make your logo stand out

TWO CARDIGAN DESIGNS
FIVE ZIPPER DESIGNS
+500 ZIPPER COLOURS

4640+4641

C2
Two-coloured coil zipper
C2 is a two-coloured coil zipper that offers you an elegant
twist to your cardigan.
In this example, have chosen a contrast for the thread and
the band to create an elegant effect.

4642+4643

FLEXZIPLE - EXAMPLE
This is one of many examples.

Match it with your logo colour to make your logo stand out

TWO CARDIGAN DESIGNS
FIVE ZIPPER DESIGNS
+500 ZIPPER COLOURS

4640+4641

CR2
Two-coloured reverse coil zipper
CR2 is a two-coloured reverse coil zipper that hides the
zipper, when closed, and only shows off the band, which in
effect protects the zipper from exposure.
In this example, we have chosen a contrast colour for the
band, adding a fresh touch to the cardigan.

4642+4643

FLEXZIPLE - EXAMPLE
This is one of many examples.

Match it with your logo colour to make your logo stand out

TWO CARDIGAN DESIGNS
FIVE ZIPPER DESIGNS
+500 ZIPPER COLOURS

4640+4641

CRO2
Two-coloured reverse coil with outside band
CRO2 is a two-coloured reverse coil zipper with outside band
which offers you a bold design and lets you play with more,
clearly visible colours.
In this example, we have toned down the band with a greyish
blue, giving it less impact, but preser ving the bold design.

4642+4643

